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Notes/Summary :

- Facilitator notes that text is too long to discuss in detail with limited amount of time
- Countries are asked to only provide input on areas they have specific suggestions

for
- This will be the final full revision of the text

- Kuwait
- Asks for more time to discuss with their group
- Doesn’t accept proposal

- Wants to go paragraph by paragraph
- United States

- Ready and prepared to engage with the text
- Wants to focus on the most controversial paragraph

- China
- In line with Kuwait
- Says it is a difficult text and wants to go line-by-line
- Asks what happens if work is not finished

- Thinks more work next week might be necessary
- Facilitator reminds China that there is no opportunity to work next week

- Work closes on Saturday when the SBSTA closes
- Gabon

- Constrained by clashing of agenda items
- Also would appreciate more time

- Small addition to paragraph 1
- Calls on NWP to focus on bridging gaps among all groups of young people

- Could merge with paragraph 15

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/NWP_conclusions.pdf


- US
- Notes that the mandate is for all countries not just developing ones

- Paragraph 15 and 16 should be adjusted accordingly
- Wants to see the use of the term “scale-up” replaced with “pursue

opportunities”
- Thinks bridging all young people might be a broad expansion of the mandate
- Wants clarification on means of implementation for 18a

- Perhaps types of action is a better term
- Wants to delete 19b (ii)

- Unclear what is being proposed separate of 18
- Remove finance and capacity building from 19d

- Not part of the Nairobi Work Programme mandate to date
- Should also be written as “outcomes of SBSTA,” not just “SBSTA”

- Paragraph 21b (iv)
- Does not support “provisions”, but instead “activities” of constituted

bodies
- Costa Rica

- On behalf of AILAC
- Paragraph 3a

- Add “long term strategies”
- Paragraph 18

- Add “contact points”
- 18d

- Add “measuring knowledge products and activities”
- Saudi Arabia

- Asks for text to go on the screen to follow changes
- Facilitator cannot

- Multiple paragraphs have the mention of non-party stakeholders
- Wants clarification

- Paragraph 17
- Low rate of response of national focal points
- Thinks results should not be considered as valid if the response rate is low
- Change language to reflect this

- Facilitator
- Considering having parties nominate an adaptation representative to boost survey

responses for the future of the NWP
- EU

- Supports all previous comments
- Paragraph 13b



- Change the logic of the sentence
- Makes it more clear

- Paragraph 19c
- Change language for clarity

- US
- Wants to keep the question open to countries generally, not just developing
- 18b

- Add “relevant” to the section about language translation
- Trinidad and Tobago

- Speaking for AOSIS
- Paragraph 19c

- Wants clarity on language
- What means are being referred to

- This is what the EU wanted to avoid
- Gabon

- Asks for clarification from the US
- Doesn’t agree with all countries in Paragraph 16

- Facilitator notes that the mandate refers to all countries, particularly
developing countries, with a focus on SIDS and LDCs

- Facilitator suggests they use that same language
- Botswana

- Supports the facilitator’s point
- Thinks that any time we refer to all parties, we should use that same particular

language
- Mexico

- 2d
- Include “public health crises” at the end

- China
- Speaking in response to US asking to exclude language on finance and capacity

building to keep in scope
- China believes that it relates to the constituted bodies and should therefore stay

included
- Important workstream

- China supports using the consistent language
- India

- 17 and 18
- Revise “accessibility, applicability, and clarity”
- India believes clarity is unnecessary here

- 19a



- Include “gaps and challenges”
- 3b

- Just use the term “national focal point”, doesn’t need “contact point” as
well

- Gabon
- 11

- Food security is missing
- Saudi Arabia

- 11
- Wants desertification added

- Facilitator will revise text
- Send that out post-meeting
- Will see if they can capture limited time tomorrow to make small revisions and

adopt the text

Takeaways:

- A lot more party input and opinion than in the first informal consultation
- Most parties’ suggestions were clarifications of language, minor additions, or removal of

terms they found to be redundant
- Really interesting to see the dialogue unfold about the use of all parties or developing

parties
- The facilitators suggestion of using the language from the mandate was instantly

accepted by all concerned parties
- Also interesting to see the debate about the inclusion of finance and capacity building in

the stocktake
- US brought up leaving it out to keep the scope appropriate, which is what Costa

Rica said in the first session
- China once again insisted upon its inclusion


